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FRONT PAGE 

It must be a sign of growing older that the year appears to have rushed by. For a year without a 
celebration of either the Winter or Summer Games there have still been opportunities to remain 
active (and to provide plausible reasons for all of those activities which you just did not manage 
to get round too!). 

As the year before the Athens 2004 Olympic Games, new issues from the host country were to 
be expected, the variety of formats and number of associated items have created a challenge -
Hellenic Post are not the easiest to deal with from overseas and It will be interesting to see what 
is in store for philatelic visitors at the time of the Games. 

July saw the selection of Vancouver as host for the 2010 Olympic Winter Games and the lead up 
to selection provided opportunities to add some new candidacy material to our collections. 

Turin have so far remained relatively dormant three years ahead of their Games, but Beijing has 
been commemorated by numerous cachets, postmarks and stationery (and that only allows for 
the items we find out about). 

In this issue, we have details of new issues for the 2012 bid of Leipzig / Rostock, which could be 
an indicator of things to come along with deregulation of postal services - who can tell how this 
may influence the future of oor hobby? 

2003 may be remembered as the year in which change really occurred. 

The S.O.C. has experienced greater response and involvement from members as demonstrated 
by publication of the Xllth Olympiad material. Thanks are due to Vic Manikian as the catalyst, 
and all those who have responded. 

Our weakness is still in the inability to attract more than the Committee members and a handful 
(i.e. less than five) members to any venue! We celebrate our twentieth anniversary in 2004, and 
it will be disappointing if we cannot achieve a larger assembly. 

Arrangements are being made to join the Society of Olympians - all of whom have represented 
Great Britain at an Olympic Games, for a dinner at Much Wenlock in July. This will take place on 
the weekend of the Much Wenlock Olympian Games, offering the opportunity for a relaxing break 
in the Shropshire countryside, and to participate in or visit an S.O.C. exhibit. Please make the 
effort to attend, partners will be very welcome, and Shrewsbury is nearby! 

Brian Hammond is assembling our first 'International Circulating Packet', please take a minute to 
register, or take a little longer to send some duplicate material for sale. 

We still receive requests from members (and others) for copies of our membership list. The 
Society policy remains that a list will not be circulated, firstly to respect the wishes of some 
members, and secondly to avoid the cost of registration for the Data Protection Act. 

Finally - please remember that subscriptions are due irrespective of the month in which you 
originally enrolled. 
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Above: card with 
reference 09/2002 
Stadium entrance, 
Olympia. AeHNA 

Below: card with 
reference 09/2003. 

9 Om..6piOu 
Mascots 	 r rsa a H*po Tme4 

AS9HNA 204 

09.9 

What is their status / 
purpose? 
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ATHENS 2004 - POSTAL STATIONERY ? 

The two illustrated postal stationery cards were first noted in an internet auction. The bottom 
card was obtained from a Post Office in Greece. Both cards have a printed Service des Postes' 
indicia, but there was no charge for the copies obtained at the Post Office. A used copy of the 
mascot card has since been delivered to G.B. without surcharge. 



ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY LIBRARY 

Olympic Review 
No. 47 	April - May - June, 2003 	 300g 
No. 48 	July - August - September, 2003 	300g 

Journal of Sports Philately 
Vol. 41 No 4 	Summer, 2003 	 200g 
Vol. 42 No 1 	Fall, 2003 	 200g 

Phila-Sport (Magazine of UIFOS The Italian Sports and Olympic Group) 
No 46 	April - July, 2003 	 210g 
No 47 	August - September, 2003 	 210g 

Sports et Olympisme (Journal of the French Sport and Olympic Group) 
No 27 	March 2003 	 50g 
No 28 	June 2003 	 50g 

Podium (Magazine of the Argentine Sports and Olympic Group In Spanish ) 
No 46 	December 2002 	 60g 
No 48 	June 2003 	 60g 
No 49 	August 2003 	 60g 
No 50 	October 2003 	 60g 

OLimpiafila (Magazine of the Hungarian Olympic and Sports Group, In Hungarian 
with some English). 

No 1 	April, 2003 	 80g 

Bulletin of the O.S.P.C. Berlin (In German). 
No 1/2002 
	

60g 
No 2/2002 
	

60g 
No 1/2003 
	

60g 

The 1908 Olympic Games. By Bill Mallon and Ian Buchanan. 	 1750g 
Results for all Competitors in all events, with commentary. 

Repertorio Delle Affrancature Meccaniche dei GIOCHI OLIMPICI INVERNALI. 	500g 
By Alvaro Trucchi (U.I.C.O.S.) 

Winter Olympic Games meter catalogue. 

Remember the Society auction when disposing of your 

duplicate material. - The Auction Manager would be pleased 

to receive your lots. 

Take the opportunity to reach fellow Olympic collectors 
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Block of six unissued savings stamps, printed by 
Japanese Postal Savings Bureau, multi coloured. 
This is the only such multiple recorded. 

Design: 

Olympic Rings 

Globe 

2600th 

Olympics 

Two clouds 

Perforation shift (down). 

Private seal from Osaka 
Saving Bank ( now Osaka 
Bank) 
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XII Olympiad 1940 Tokyo - Further Responses 

The following information has been compiled from the contributions of members, and includes 
some very scarce (or even unique) material. 
Special thanks must go to Mr. Masaoki Ichimura of Japan. 

Mr Ichimura is currently compiling information to enable the publication of a philatelic volume 
'Japan and the Olympic Movement' to celebrate the centenary of the Japanese Olympic 
Committee in 2012. Copies of material are solicited, particularly for the 1912 - 1928 period. 

Please contact the Editor if you have material 
that may assist. 

More on vignettes: 

Block of four savings stamps with margin. The 
design shows the Meiji Shrine. 

Only five such multiple blocks are recorded. 



XII Olympiad hi japan 1940 

THE MIYAKO HOTEL, - 
KYOTO, SWAN. 

l ver- 

I z n cr r utt 	C- 
e  

X1.1 Olympiad in japan 1940 , 

THE MIYAKO HOTEL, 

KYOTO, JAPAN. 
• 

MIYAKO HOTEL, Kyoto, Japan The cover shown on page 119 of volume 20 can be confirmed 
as originating from the Miyako Hotel, the above cover shows that the retum address panel 
(enlarged inset) had been obscured by the stamps. 

X11 01 f 	 f940 

THE MIYAKO HOTEL, 

KYOTO, JAPFIN, 

XII Olympiad in Japan 1940 

THE MIYAKO HOTEL, 

KYOTO, JR Ph N. 

A second version of a promotional envelope from the Hotel is illustrated below with the return 
address and promotional Olympic text as enlarged inserts. 
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NYK cacheted cover, 
Honolulu June 24th, 1938. 
4 sen Japanese stamp, and 
'paquetbot' mark. 

41441i 'r'a uebei 
.(?o. 

1.1A,  

1./Lf6uAZ 

NYK cacheted cover, 
(s.s.) Hakone Maru May 
6th, 1938. 

C444 

,,/744,e-ictrc, 
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NYK cacheted (with obliterating 
lines) cover, (s.s.) Asama Meru 
May 27th, 1939. 

Tokyo Olympic News 

1940 Tokyo - Olympic News Bulletin wrapper with 
"Taxe Percue" (Postage Paid) indicia. 

1940 Tokyo - Address label with "Taxe Percue" 
(Postage Paid) indicia. 

Illustration provided by Edwin Parrasch, NJ, USA. 
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Commemorative envelope of 00C Meguro / Tokyo postally used July 13th, 1937. 

Above left - Front of the cover; 
Above right - Back of the cover. 

The cover is formed by folding a single printed sheet, the closure has been formed by 
overlapping the sheet at the back (between '4' and 'TT 

The illustration has had the design enhanced to show the Olympic text. 

On the unfolded sheet the text at the top would read 'XIITH OLYMPIC GAMES', and the text at 
the foot reads 'TOKYO [Olympic rings] 1940'. 

This used example may be unique. 
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Postcards of the Meiji Shrine's sports facilities. 
Multi coloured printing. 

Swimming 
Pool 

  

 

Stadium 

  

 

Sumo 
Stadium 

Baseball 
Stadium 

Sumo (Japanese Wrestling) Stadium 
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Baseball 
Stadium 

Swimming 
Pool 

Athletics and 
Soccer Stadium 
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.X.AVVALVAT:::,  

{above} Postcard 
showing plans of the 

Meiji Jingu 
Commemoration Park. 

Face and reverse of 
Meiji Shrine Athletics 
and Soccer Stadium 
postcard, used May 
15th, 1936 (Shitaya / 
Tokyo). 

k 
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{above} Pictorial postcard of the Meiji Shrine Athletic and Soccer Stadium, used with 
pictorial postmark (Tachikawa / Tokyo 1937). 

{above} Tokyo Olympic facilities postcard, with vignette of the Meiji Shrine. 
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it 	.1111 	:191, 	11,11 
Meiji Shrine complex, 
postcard of original plans. 

*fir r i 11.1:1 

Meiji Shrine complex, 
postcard of revised 
plans. 

,,,,,,, ,,,,, 	,,,,,,,,,,,, 



{above} Meiji Shrine Athletics and Soccer Stadium postcard. 

{below} Postcard of Meiji Shrine Athletics and Soccer Stadium with inset vignette of 
Minister Wakatsuki.. 
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Postcard: 	N.Y K. 	Line, 	S.S. 
HAKOZAKI MARU, 10,420 Tons. 
With XII OLYMPIC GAMES TOKYO 
text separating message and address 
sections. 

The card is used with a 2 sen stamp 
from a booklet pane, postmarked April 
20th, 1939 from the Republic of China 
(Taiwan) to Fukuoka, Japan (arrived 
April 22nd, 1939). 

NYK Postcards with Olympic separation text 
The following cards have been seen: 
(Illustrations are on the pages listed or ** in this issue). 

S.S. ?ASHIMA MARU 
	

M.S. HIKAWA MARU 
M.S. CHICHIBU MARU 
	

p. 120 
	

M.S. KAMAKURA MARU 
	

p. 120 
S.S. HAKOZAKI MARU 
	

S.S. NAGASAKI MARU 
M.S. HEIAN MARU 
	

p. 122 
	

S.S. SUWA MARU 
HEIYO MARU 
	

p. 119 
	

S.S. TAIYO MARU 
M.S. HIYE MARU 
	

M.S. TASUTA MARU 	p. 55 
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6 SEN FOREIGN 1 
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XII Olympiad Tokyo 1940 

{above} Postcard: Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, Japan. 

{Top} Back of the postcard with promotional text 'XII Olympiad Tokyo 1940' printed in red. 
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1937 New Year Greeting Card 1937 Official New Year Greeting Card 

1937 Official New Year Greeting Card 
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1937 New Year Greeting Card - various 
versions exist. 



1937 Unofficial New Year Greeting Card -
various versions exist. 

1937 Unofficial New Year Greeting Card -
version without text. 

EMUIRCAAAft es 
aillait.1111111a1111 
3i— alki-'31.AS.A 
0000000005,  

4`.• 

MA,* "=115gl 

1937 New Year Greeting Card 1937 Promotional Card - Tanaka Towel 
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SAPPORO 1940 

Sapporo 1940 

(above left} Used, Japanese issued 20th 
Century Fox 1937 Greetings card. 
(above right} Poster design postcard 'Athlete'. 
(left} 1937 New Year Greeting and propaganda 
card - postally used. 

A number of responses to the original 1940 
article (page 53), have included references to 
the cancelled Olympic Winter Games awarded 
to Sapporo (or the other candidates / substitute 
venues for the Winter and Summer Games of 
the Xllth Olympiad. 

It appears that we have a wealth of information 
amongst the Society members that could be 
assembled into an important article. Please 
continue to forward items relating to this 
Olympiad for future publication. 



Olympic Correspondence - Rusty Wailes: 
1956 Melbourne — Rowing  

Bob Wilcock 

OLYMPIAD 	MELBOURNE • 1956 

Aerogrammes sent from an Olympic Village always appeal to me — there is a good chance of an 
interesting message — so when the above aerogramme sent from the Village at Ballarat for the 
rowers came up on eBay recently I put in a strong bid. 

My hunch paid off. The sender was clearly a member of a rowing team, probably from the USA, 
and the message talks primarily of training and preparation for the Games: 

"Dear Ron, 
........We get up at 6:30 & eat at 7:00 ..... then at 10:00 we go out for a morning row — say 5 to 9 
miles — lunch sack and 5:00 row again — 5-7 miles — dinner when we get in and sack at 10:00 -
The lake is ..... just large enough so that using the longest diagonal — and our tillers in the sand 
at the start — and bows running up on the beach at the finish we get in 2000 meters — so when 
we take a long row we just go around and around the lake. 
The weather has been louzy — wetter and rougher than what we left behind in New Haven!! It 
really wouldn't be so bad — if we could have warm showers — and a place to dry our clothes -
but it has rained every day — sometimes in a downpour.... 
The crews we are watching — are first Australia then Canada — then Check [sic], Russia, 

Sweden, even Italy — though they train on wine — and the Germans on beer — the Russians 
really go for the coca-cola & ice cream — so we by and make sure they get enough. However I 
believe the Australians will be tougher than the Canadians — The U.B.C. [University of British 
Columbia] boys are 6'3" 180 as compared to the Aussies 6'4" 194 - they are big, strong & row 
damn well — another Corn-hole!! 

[Can any reader explain this expression please? — Ed.] 
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TEMPORARY POST OFFICES AT THE 1956 MELBOURNE 
OLYMPIC GAMES 

By RICHARD BRECKON 

The 1956 Melbourne Olympic Games provided the Australian Post Office with its biggest 
undertaking in peacetime. Planning began in 1952 when the Olympic Games Broadcasting and 
Communications Committee was established. The Post Office had the task of providing postal, 
telegraph and telephone facilities at the various competition venues and at the main Olympic 
Village at Heidelburg as well as the Olympic Hostel at Ballarat. In addition, the Post Office was 
responsible for technical services for television and radio broadcasting. 

For stamp collectors the Olympic Games was a big undertaking too, because 52 different 
pictorial postmarks were used at 15 temporary post offices. Philatelic facilities were established 
to provide collectors with the means to obtain examples of the postmarks, but ancillary aspects 
of the temporary post offices were not readily available to collectors and today anything other 
than the officially-advertised postmarked items are difficult to find. In particular, the Philatelic 
Bulletin had nothing to say about registration services in its announcement about philatelic 
facilities available at the 15 temporary post offices and examples of registered covers are not 
common. It was left to collectors to visit the offices concerned to arrange for registered covers or 
other specialised items and it would appear that only a handful of individuals did this. 

This article is based on the Postmaster-General's Department Central Office file concerning 
the provision of postal facilities at the Games. This contains information covering the broad 
planning of the exercise, although papers dealing with the detailed planning would be held on a 
Victorian state administration file and it has not been possible to examine this source. The 
Central Office file does contain a detailed summary report of business transacted at each of the 
15 temporary post offices and statistical information of philatelic interest is presented in this 
article. The statistics reveal that a considerable amount of general business was conducted, yet 
surviving examples of Olympic postal items (obviously excluding creations through philatelic 
publicity) are very few in number. In one sense this is hardly surprising. After all, it was the 
intention of the Post Office to provide post and telecommunication services to Olympic visitors at 
the selected locations and collectors could not be encouraged to patronise these facilities. 
Hence, the advertised mail order service allowed collectors to obtain postmarked covers through 
the Philatelic Bureau in Melbourne, which made the necessary arrangements for covers to be 
serviced with the pictorial postmarkers. 

More than half of the 616,000 postal articles which passed through the Olympic post offices 
were handled by the Olympic Village Heidelberg where athletes and officials were housed. The 
post office was located in a shop temporarily converted for the purpose, in a row of shops built to 
serve what would become a housing estate after the games ended. This was operated as an 
official post office managed by a Postmaster and offering the full range of normal services. It was 
also the longest-operating Olympic post office. It opened on 15 October, six weeks before the 
Games commenced, which was at a point when teams began arriving at the Village, and it 
closed on 18 December. For six weeks (29 October to 13 December) the post office 
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opened for fourteen hours a day, Monday to Saturday, inclusive. The post office was situated at 
the main entrance to the Village and therefore was accessible to the public as well as residents. 

A second Olympic Village was located at the migrant hostel in Ballarat to accommodate 
those involved in rowing and canoeing events on Lake Wendouree, and a post office operated at 
this location. 
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The focus of Olympic Games activity was the Melbourne Cricket ground (MCG) which served 
as the Main Stadium. The opening and closing ceremonies and the athletic events were held 
here. Originally, the Postmaster-General's Department wished to establish a post office inside 
the Main Stadium, but this was not possible because the public not attending events could not 
gain access. Instead, a post office was erected on the grounds of the MCG outside the main 
entrance. The post office was a pre-fabricated building and it operated for the duration of the 
Games, viz. 22 November to 8 December. Inside the Stadium, another post office was provided 
chiefly for the benefit of press and broadcasting representatives called the Main Stadium 
(Press). This was a small office located in the Northern Stand and consequently was not 
accessible to non-spectators. In any event, the Main Stadium was divided into priced seating 
areas so that free movement across the venue was not possible. Both Main Stadium post offices 
offered full postal facilities. 

Olympic Park was situated close to the Main Stadium and was the venue for swimming, 
soccer, hockey and cycling. This venue also required a post office to be situated in the grounds 
outside, because the individual events were held in separate enclosures and the public could not 
move freely between these or the priced seating areas. The Olympic Park post office was 
situated in Swan Street outside the venue. Inside the Soccer Stadium at Olympic Park, a media 
post office was established. These two post offices offered full postal facilities. To support the 
Olympic Park venue, a further post office was provided at Richmond Park, adjacent to the 
pathway leading from Punt Road to the MCG. This was described as a 'stamp selling kiosk' and 
although it offered limited postal facilities, the amount of business transacted here exceeded that 
of the post office in Swan Street offering full facilities. The Olympic Park post offices operated for 
almost the full duration of the Games. 

A post office was provided inside the Exhibition Building adjoining the Central Business 
District, this being the venue for basketball, weight-lifting and wrestling events. Another post 
office was installed inside St Kilda Town Hall, the venue for fencing. Both these offices operated 
for almost the full duration of the games and offered full postal facilities. Some post offices did 
not operate continuously throughout the games because their operating times were linked to the 
staging of events. At Lake Wendouree in Ballarat, for example, a post office operated for two 
separate periods when events were staged. Another post office which operated at irregular 
hours was situated in the overseas airport, then located at Essendon airport. This office operated 
to cope with teams and visitors arriving by air and opened at times coinciding with the arrival and 
departure of aircraft. 

For Olympic events of brief duration, two mobile post offices were provided for use. These 
were of a caravan-type equipped with postal facilities, teleprinters and built-in public telephone 
cabinets. The mobile post offices, which were the first of their kind in Australia, were acquired for 
use at Olympic venues and it was planned that they would be retained for use in emergency 
situations (the mobile offices became a feature of special events in Victoria for many years). 
Mobile Post Office No. 1 operated at the Oakland Hunt Club (pentathlon), at Torquay surf 
carnival, RAAF base Laverton (shooting) and at Broadmeadows (cycling). Mobile Post Office No. 
2 operated at St Kilda Pier (yachting). The two mobile offices were situated at the Main Stadium 
and at Olympic Park on the opening and closing days of the games to provide assistance to the 
fixed post offices at their busiest times. 
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Two caravan-style mobile post offices were introduced for the first time at the Melbourne 
Olympic Games. The crowd scene below is probably at Olympic Park where swimming, hockey 
& cycling were staged. 

It had been intended to operate a post office with full postal facilities at Station Pier, Port 
Melbourne for the benefit of visitors arriving by ship. However, through circumstances beyond 
the control of the Postmaster-General 's Department it was not possible to open this post office. 
The news was received on 19 November and in a public announcement released two days later 
the Department explained that in view of the number of orders it had received from collectors for 
covers to be postmarked at the various advertised localities, the Station Pier postmarker would 
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Registered cover from the 
Olympic Village on first day of 
issue of the Olympic stamps. 

BOURNE 
22.11.-8.12.1956 

be brought into use at the Philatelic Bureau (then located in the Spencer Street GPO building). 
The registration labels intended for Station Pier were also sent to the Philatelic Bureau. The 
provision of another Olympic post office was considered, but it did not proceed and so was never 
announced publicly. A post office had been planned for the West Melbourne Stadium, the venue 
for boxing events. However, the stadium was not considered an adequate site for the 
construction of a post office and instead only a limited facility for the acceptance of press 
telegrams was provided. Note that the Boxing special postmarker was allocated to Richmond 
Park post office. It is also interesting to note the existence of an Olympic 'post office' which did 
not involve the use of a special postmarker. This was a dedicated area of the Russell Street post 
office in the Central Business District, which was established to offer Olympic visitors information 
about post and telecommunication services. 

Olympic Games temporary post offices 
Olympic Village 

Purpose: Post office with full facilities to meet requirements of Olympic Village residents 
located near main entrance and accessible to public. 
Period of operation: 15 October-18 December; hours of opening 9.00am to 5.00pm Monday-
Friday and 9.00am to 12 noon Saturday (15-27 October and 14-18 December), 8.00am to 
10.00pm Monday to Saturday (29 October-13 December) and open Sunday 16 December. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £2434; staffing one postmaster, three postal assistants and one 
junior postal officer (15-27 October), one postmaster, six postal assistants, three postal officers 
and two junior postal officers (29 October-12 December - staff augmented on 28 November by 
two postal officers, one junior postal officer and two mail officers - latter to cope with heavy 
philatelic postings), one postmaster, two postal officers and one junior postal officer (13-18 
December). 
Amount of business: stamps sold £28,039; telegrams £4734 (3573 originating and 16,420 
terminating); other business £13,412. 
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PAR AVION 

OGRA 

Olympic Village aerogramme cancelled on 
Opening Day of the Games. Note the dropped 
numerals. 

P 
24$ 

Mail statistics: articles posted 191,930 and received 74,172; registered articles 2994 (including 
31 parcels); Express Delivery articles 467; mails despatched 172 and received 165. 

Ballarat Village 

Purpose: Post office with full facilities to meet requirements of Ballarat Village residents 
involved in rowing and canoeing on Lake Wendouree; located in Ballarat Migrant Hostel. 
Period of operation: 15 October-1 December; hours of opening 9.00am to 5.00pm Monday -
Friday and 9.00am to 12 noon Saturday (15-27 October), 8.00am to 10.00pm Monday to Sunday 
(29 October-1 December). 
Costs and staffing: total costs £515; staffing one postmaster and one junior postal officer (15-
27 October), one postmaster, one postal assistant, one postal officer and one junior postal 
officer (29 October-1 December). 
Amount of business: stamps sold £1591; telegrams £206 (245 originating and 1244 
terminating); other business £3681. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 45,381 and received 16,217; registered articles 216 posted and 
58 received (including 4 parcels received and 4 posted); Express Delivery articles 14; mails 
despatched 141 and received 141. 

Main Stadium 
Purpose: Post office with full facilities to serve the needs of visitors and public to chief events; 
located outside main MCG entrance and accessible to public. 
Period of operation: 22 November-8 December; hours of opening 9.00am to 6.00pm. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £485; staffing two postal assistants, three postal officers and 
one junior postal officer. 
Amount of business: stamps sold £2917; telegrams £84 (402 originating); other business £64. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 100,924; registered articles 1301; mails despatched 60. 
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Main Stadium (Press) 
Purpose: Post office with full facilities to serve the needs media; located inside MCG in the 
Northern Stand and not accessible to general public. 
Period of operation: 22 November-8 December; hours of opening 9.00am to 6.00pm. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £433; staffing one postmaster, one postal assistant and one 
postal officer (staff augmented by one postal assistant for 22 November). 
Value of business: stamps sold £899; telegrams £401 (883 originating); other business £2348. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 71,168 (includes unstated quantity received for postmarking 
from Philatelic Bureau); registered articles posted 1858 and received 35; mails despatched 45 
and received 15. 
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Olympic Park 
Purpose: Post office with full facilities to 
serve public and visitors to swimming, 
hockey and cycling; located in Swan Street 
outside Olympic Park perimeter and 
accessible to public. 
Period of operation: 	23 November-8 
December; hours of opening 9.00am to 
6.00pm. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £314; 
staffing two postal assistants and three 
postal officers. 

Amount of business: stamps sold £802; telegrams £78 (411 originating); other business £14. 
Mail statistics: letters posted 22,524, registered articles 436, mails despatched 45. 

Olympic Park (Press) 

Purpose: Non-money order post office to serve media; located in Hockey Stand at Olympic Park 
and not accessible to general public. 
Period of operation: 23 November -5 December; hours of opening 9.00am to 6.00pm during 
events. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £106; staffing one postal assistant and one postal officer. 
Amount of business: stamps sold £100; telegrams £643 (138 originating); other business £1. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 3472 (plus 22,428 received for postmarking from Philatelic 
Bureau); registered articles 77 (plus 275 received from Philatelic Bureau); mails despatched 27. 
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Richmond Park 

Purpose: Stamp selling kiosk to supplement Main Stadium post office; located adjacent to 
pathway leading from Punt Road to Main Stadium (MCG). 
Period of operation: 22 November - 8 December. Hours of opening 9.00am to 6.00pm. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £366; staffing two Postal Assistants and three Postal Officers. 
Value of business: stamps sold £1046, telegrams £91 (433 originating), other £21. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 37,550; registered articles 440 (included 2 parcels); mails 
despatched 45. 

Editor's note: there are registration labels "Richmond Park Kiosk 1, 2 & 3" and the numbers 
suggest many more than 440 items sent (Kiosk 1 R No 2535 has been seen). That number 
probably excludes mail order requests — the above cover has "28" in manuscript at top left 
showing it was a mail-order request for cancel 28, which is not a Richmond Park cancel. Cancel 
and label were probably both applied in the Philatelic Bureau, notwithstanding the author's 
comments in the second paragraph of the article. The cover is back-stamped to confirm that it 
was properly registered. 

Melbourne Airport 

Purpose: To meet requirements of visitors arriving by air; located at International Terminal at 
Essendon Airport. 
Period of operation: 5-23 November and reopened 30 November-15 December; hours of 
opening variable according to aircraft arrivals and departures. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £87; staffing one postal assistant and one postal officer (one 
postal officer transferred to Heidelberg Village on 28 November). 
Amount of business: stamps sold £356; telegrams £106 (163 originating and 34 terminating); 
other business £15. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 8688; registered articles 95; mails despatched 31. 
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Exhibition Building 
Purpose: Post office with full facilities to serve visitors to gymnastics, basketball, wrestling and 
weight-lifting; located inside Exhibition Building, Carlton and (not?) accessible to public. 
Period of operation: 22 November-6 December; hours of opening 10.00am to 10.00pm during 
events. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £130; staffing two postal assistants and one postal officer 
(reduced by one postal officer on 3 December). 
Amount of business: stamps sold £253; telegrams £2237 (593 originating); other business £14. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 9573; registered articles 178 (included 1 parcel); mails 
despatched 32. (R No 0180 has been seen; Ed.) 
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St Kilda Town Hall 
Purpose: Non-money order post office to serve 
visitors to fencing; located inside St Kilda Town 
Hall and (not?) accessible to public. 
Period of operation: 	23 November-6 
December; hours of opening 8.00am to 
10.00pm Monday to Saturday. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £112; staffing 
one postal assistant and one postal officer. 
Value of business: stamps sold £208; 
telegrams £307 (182 originating); other 
business £12. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 3990; 
registered articles 80 (includes 1 parcel); mails 
despatched 34. 

Lake Wendouree 

Purpose: Stamp selling kiosk to serve visitors to rowing and canoeing; located at finishing 
points on Lake Wendouree, Ballarat. 
Period of operation: 23-27 November and on 30 November and 1 December; hours of opening 
9.00am to 6.00pm except on 25 November 8.00am to 12 noon. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £50; staffing one postal assistant and one postal officer. 
Amount of business: stamps sold £175; telegrams £539 (276 originating); other business £8. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 5707; registered articles 99; mails despatched 8 and received 8. 

St Kilda Pier 
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Purpose: Mobile Post Office No. 2 was located at St Kilda Pier to serve public and visitors to 
yachting events on Port Phillip Bay. 
Period of operation: 26-29 November and 3-6 December; hours of opening 10.00am to 
6.00pm. 
Costs and staffing: total costs combined with Mobile Post Office No.2; staffing one postal 
assistant and one postal officer. 
Value of business: stamps sold £68; telegrams £39 (61 originating); other business £6. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 7183 and received 17; registered articles 158; mails despatched 
16. 

Mobile Post Office No. 1 

Purpose: Caravan-type unit operated in Swan Street to 
supplement Olympic Park post office during opening 
ceremony; Oaklands Hunt Club for Modern Pentathlon; 
Torquay for surf carnival demonstration; RAAF base 
Laverton for shooting; Broadmeadows for cycling (190km 
race); and outside MCG to supplement Main Stadium 
post office during closing ceremony. 
Period of operation: Swan Street (Olympic Park) 22 
November, Oaklands Hunt Club 23 November, Torquay 
Surf Carnival 25 November, RAAF base Laverton 29 
November-1 December, Broadmeadows 7 December, 
and Main Stadium 8 December; hours of opening not 
recorded. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £151; staffing one 
postal assistant and one postal officer. 

Amount of business: stamps sold £155; telegrams £217 (52 originating); other business £90. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 6496; registered articles 143; mails despatched 11. 

Mobile Post Office No. 2 

Purpose: Caravan-type unit operated outside MCG to supplement Main Stadium post office 
during opening and closing ceremonies (see also St Kilda Pier). 
Period of operation: (1) at Main Stadium 22-24 November and re-opened on 8 December, (2) 
St Kilda Pier 26 November - 6 December; hours of opening not recorded. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £149; staffing one postal assistant and one postal officer. 
Amount of business: stamps sold £158; telegrams £32 (65 originating); other business £1. 
Mail statistics: articles posted 1169; registered articles 24; mails despatched 17. 

Editor's note: only 24 registered articles are noted, but that illustrated below is numbered '0083'. 
No firm reason for the intriguing discrepancy has emerged. 
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Russell Street Postal Information Bureau 
Purpose: Area inside Russell Street post office to offer visitors special provision for the 
despatch of overseas mail. 
Period of operation: 12 November-7 December. Hours of opening not recorded. 
Costs and staffing: total costs £314; staffing three postal assistants and two postal officers 
(after a week staff reduced to three). 
Value of business and mail statistics: Reported that "the business transacted was small and 
is included with that of the Russell St. Official Post Office". 

The hand cancels: 

Figs. 1 to 7 Olympic Village 15 October — 18 December 
Figs. 8 to 10 Ballarat Village 15 October — 2 December 
Figs. 11 to 18 Main Stadium 22 November — 8 December 
Figs. 19 & 20 Main Stadium (Press) 22 November — 8 December 
Figs. 21 to 28 Olympic Park 22 November — 8 December 
Figs. 29 & 30 Olympic Park (Press) 23 November — 8 December 
Figs. 31 to 36 Richmond Park 22 November — 8 December 
Fig. 37 Station Pier (Philatelic Bureau) 19 November — 8 Dec. 
Fig. 38 Melbourne Airport 5 November — 14 December 
Figs. 39, 40 & 46 Exhibition Building 22 November — 6 December 
Fig. 41 St Kilda Town Hall 23 November — 6 December 
Figs. 42 & 43 Lake Wendouree 23 November — 1 December 
Figs. 44 & 45 St Kilda Pier 26 November — 5 December 
Figs. 47 to 49 Mobile Post Office No. 1 22 November — 8 December 
Figs. 50 to 52 Mobile Post Office No. 2 22 November — 8 December 

The cancels are illustrated below. There will have been more than one die for most, if not all 
cancels. Where the figure numbers are ringed, examples are known with the letters for the 
month preceding the numerals for the days — NOV 22 instead of 22 NOV etc. 
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Cancels may be found with both arrangements on the same date. Missing days and inverted 
days or months are also known for certain cancels. 
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In addition to the 52 cancels for the Games themselves there were two cancels for OLYMPEX 
the Olympic Philatelic Exhibition, one of a Torch runner facing left, and one facing right. Olympex 
opened on 12 November, the same day as the Olympic aerogramme was issued, so Olympex 
cancels of that date serve as first day cancels for the aerogramme. On that day only they were 
applied in red ink; on all other days, until the closing day on 24 November, they were applied in 
black. 
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This article was first published in "Philately from Australia", the journal of the Royal Philatelic 
Society of Victoria Inc., in March 2002, and is reproduced with permission. 

Edited, and illustrations added by Bob Wilcock. 
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South Africa 1992 Olympic Machine Cancels 

Glenn A. Estus 

Type IA 
slogan 
cancel 

Naomi Beinart reported on Olympic slogan cancels from South Africa in the May 1995 (pages 56-
57) and August 1995 (page 104) issues of Torch Bearer. 

For the past few years I have built a 100+ pages exhibit entitled "OLYMPIC MACHINE 
CANCELS". 4 pages of the exhibit deal with these 1992 cancels from South Africa. 

Fortunately, I tapped into 2 sources from a South African government bureau and an embassy in 
South Africa which both had philatelists who saved these examples of modern Olympic postal 
history. 

The following table summarises the cancels as well as listing the examples that I have found in 
the past 10 years. 

I have assigned the following types to the cancellations: 

Type I shows the Logo of the South Africa Olympic Committee at the top left with the logo of the 
South Africa Post Office at the top right. At bottom, in English, is the wording: "Official 
facilitator/of mail to and / from BARCELONA." The Afrikaans version reads: "Amptellke 
fasiliteerder / van pos na en van BARCELONA." 
Type I has two varieties differentiated by the style of the town dial. Type 1A has a double-ringed 
circle with a "bridge" across the centre. Type 1B has the town name in a single circle. Type 1A 
was used at Bloemfontein and Pretoria. Type 1B was used at Johannesburg and 
Kaapstad/Capetown. 

Type 2, which is similar to Type 1A but with the slogan on the left, is found used at Bloemfontein 
and Pretoria. 

Type 3 has the South African Olympic Committee logo to the left of the wording in a rectangle 
with the South Africa Post Office logo at the upper right. The town circle in the Durban cancels is 
also flattened on the left and right sides. Type 3 was used in Durban and Kimberly. 
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Type 3 slogan cancel 

Post Office Language Type Dates of use seen 

Bloemfontein "A" Afrikaans 2 July 24 
Bloemfontein "A" English 2 June 29, July 22 
Bloemfontein "C" Afrikaans 1A June 30, July 3, 7, 23 
Bloemfontein "A" (?) English 1A June 24 
Durban Afrikaans 3 July 1, 6, 23 
Durban English 3 June 26, 27, 29, July 1, 6, 15 
Johannesburg "A" English 1B July 7, 8 
Johannesburg "F" Afrikaans 1B June 20, 30, July 2, 10 
Kaapstad / Capetown "A" Afrikaans 1B July 7, 23 
Kaapstad / Capetown "C" English 1B July 2, 3, 7, 8 
Kaapstad / Capetown English 1B June 29 
Kimberly Afrikaans 3 July 1, 3, 24 
Pretoria "B" English 	_ 2 June 25, 27 
Pretoria "D" English 1A July 28 

If any reader has more information about these cancel, please contact the author at: 
PO Box 451, Westport, NY 12993 USA or by e-mail at gestus@westelcom.com. 
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With „OLYMP-POST" unto the world 

Thomas Lippert 

A small notice in a local daily newspaper informed of a new service offered by a private mail 
service in the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (MV) region of the North-eastern federal state of 
Germany. 

Readers need to know how the German postal market is currently organised. There have been a 
number of steps towards total liberalisation of the postal market Europe-wide. The actual target 
date for liberalisation is 2007, and all countries can make their own decisions on how to 
implement it. This means that the monopoly conditions for official mail in each country is 
different. In Germany there is a boundary determined by a weight limit of 200gr per piece. 
Exceptions are possible, if the service offered is of higher quality than that offered by the 
German Post. Such a criteria could be a same-day delivery or later collection from the post-
boxes. These two criteria allow a lot of small — local or regional - letter services to operate, even 
if only by bicycle couriers. 

In MV the most important service is named RIDAS, founded more than 10 years ago as a 
security service. The clients for such services are usually administrations and offices with a 
high mail volume, but they are also used by other offices. Usually the mail is marked by a 
cancellation which should contain the date. For more than a year stamps have also been printed 
and released. One reason for doing so may have been to attract money from the collectors' 
pockets, but it was also to both popularise and open this service to the general public. This also 
required the establishment of post-boxes in different colours in the public areas of several cities. 

The notice also informed, that starting officially on Oct. 1st, a worldwide delivery service would 
be available. This was new for Germany - and led to the author's interest. 

The next surprise came as the result of a notice in the newsagents named as a sales point for 
the RIDAS stamps. On October 15th, special stamps to support the Rostock 2012 bid were to 
be issued (the mailing service is member of the supporters club), and that a subsidiary mailing 
service named OLYMP-POST had been founded. 

Research confirmed that such an enterprise has been officially registered . 

Fig. 1: 
This notice explained which stamps are actually valid: 
RIDAS - issue 1: old ships 
RIDAS - issue 2: „Das verbrannte Buch" (The burned book) in remembrance of the book 
burning by the Nazis on May 10th,1933 - with a slogan: A room without books is like a body 
without soul". 
OLYMP-POST - issue 1: Olympic insignia and logo of the Rostock bid campaign for the yachting 
events in 2012. 
(See also: the yellow German Post box is crossed for „not valid", the services box in red is 
shown). 
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Fig. 2: The reverse of the notice details the postage rates for worldwide delivery. They are not 
particularly expensive, compared with the rates of DEUTSCHE POST AG, for instance a 50 gr 
letter overseas for only 0,90 Euro. Delivery times also need to be considered, as evidenced by 
initial mailings. 

Figure 2. 

The facts: 

Date of the application for registration: August 25th, 2003. 

Registration number: P 03/2086 

(source: www.regtp.de/ 18.Sept.2003 - the website of the German Authority for the deregulation 
of the telecommunication and postal branch), 
Registered address: Rostock (which operates as a sub-office of RIDAS). 
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Figure 3. 

Figure. 3: Screenshot ( "Bildschirmfoto" ) RIDAS — Website (Auszug)/ Quelle: www.ridas.de 
(vom 18.September 2003) 

Earlier text at the RIDAS website still indicates the renaming of the entire enterprise from RIDAS 
to OLYMP-POST, but in a conversation with the owner the author learned that these plans have 
been shelved. Who knows what will happen with the official candidacy of Leipzig (and its junior 
partner Rostock for yachting) during the next 2 years? Then another renaming would presumably 
follow. 

The registration in mid September, and the issue of a stamp set on October 5th shows both 
speed and enthusiasm. 

The set consists of the following stamps 
0,34 € postcard / region. 
0,46 € letter up to 20 gr/ region. 
0,90 € compact letter / region, or letter to abroad up to 50 gr. 
1,46 € big letter (Grollbrief) / region. 
2,13 € maxi-letter (Maxibrief/ region, or Europe letter up to 100 gr. 

(The descriptions Gro6brief and Maxibrief are taken from the definitions of the German Post and 
are defined by maximum weight and linear measurements). 

„Region" means the area of delivery. In general both enterprises have a licence for the whole 
FRG, but co-operating partners are required, which currently poses a problem because of the 
limited number available. RIDAS (and OLYMP-POST) have created new prospects, because 
they have found a co-operating partner in the Berlin area. 

The actual situation will seem strange to those without background information: 
A client can send his mail with RIDAS (and OLYMP-POST) inside MV, to Berlin and the federal 
state of Brandenburg — and worldwide, BUT NOT to Hamburg, Bavaria etc. 

It must be accepted as a step in the right direction on the long road to postal deregulation. 
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The stamps were issued in two formats: 
? in a sheetlet of 8 (2 x 4) and; 
? in a sheet of 60 (12 x 5). 

The edition of 250.000 stamps of 0,46 Euro (standard letter 
value) and 150.000 pieces of the other values has been 
confirmed. 

It is not yet known how many sheetlets were printed. 

The marginal inscriptions mention the areas of delivery and 
describe the stamps as „first German Olympic candidate 
stamps". 

Comparing these marginal inscriptions from both kinds of sheet, 
differences can be seen immediately. 

Figure 6. 
Marginal inscription strip from 
the sheet of 60 stamps. 

Figure 7. 
Sheetlet of 8 stamps. 

The official FDC's and the FDI postmark were intended for sales to collectors as a pair with the 
complete set only. The price of 8 Euro is not cheap, but by adding the postage affixed at 5,26 
Euro, the price for the cover, and the fundraising purpose of this issue (2,50 Euro are donated to 
the supporters club), it should be acceptable. 

The text in the cancel reads „First issue of the firm OLYMP-POST', the date — and (rather 
unconventional) the owner of the firm. 
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There were only a low number of items mailed on 
the first day which really travelled. Few collectors 
knew of the Olympic issue. 

For the cancellation of travelling mail the first day 
postmark was not generally available (because of 
the intended fund raising). Hence common 
postmarks had to be used. 

Fig. 8: 
rectangular date marker of 
RIDAS from the first day 
of issue ( Note the 
registration number for 
that business: P 98/0587 
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Without any warning, a special meter machine had been ordered for OLYMP-POST. It was due 
to arrive on October 15th, but was only ready for service the next day. The date of October 16th 
is therefore the first day of use. 

Some details on the imprint appear controversial or at least inconsistent: 

Fig. 9: On October 16th, 2003 the meter was used for the first time 

? The Office of OLYMP-POST is Rostock and not Ribnitz-Damgarten according to the 
Regulatory Authority ( Regulierungsbehorde Telekomunikation and Post). The address 
and phone numbers of the main office are stated. 

? The name and registration number in the value tablet of the imprint are for RIDAS, not 
OLYMP-POST. 

Internal handling processes could be the reason for the former, but the latter leaves us 
with some questions. Should we interpret this as RIDAS advertising that its subsidiary 
has a predictable short life ? 
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Figure 10a. Representations of the 
PTT and TPG marks (constructed 
from partial impressions. 
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At the time of writing, not all mail addressed overseas has been returned - however the items 
seen are worthy of comment. 

For mailing overseas and to achieve access into the „official" mail stream a strong partner was 
needed. The additional postmarks on covers confirm that this was arranged. 

An additional postmark from the delivery partner is necessary for delivery inside the general UPU 
postal system. Such additional marks are often seen on items from bulkmailings, or from 
remailing services. 

The following postmarks have been recorded as 'additional' marks: 

? a Postage Paid - postmark from Malta (red ink jet mark) on mailings to USA and 
? on mail from 16.10.2003 inside Europe (GB,GR) a Postage - paid-mark from Schiphol/ 
Amsterdam with a post-box number for re-delivery, if the addressee could not be found, and the 
inscription PTT Post or TPG Post (latter for larger covers). 

Fig. 10: This letter to GB went via Amsterdam/ Schiphol as Prioritaire mail (i.e. in this case as 
airmail). 
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Figure 10b. Detail from cover to 
USA with MALTAPOST PLC 
additional mark. 

These marks help us to discover the 
identity of the partner for worldwide 
delivery. 

The Maltese postmark is used by 
SPRING — a global mail provider. 

Figure 11. The structure of SPRING 
explains the TPG postmark from 
Amsterdam - Schiphol. 

T PG 

 

Full details of the structure of 
Spring can be found at: 
www.atspring.corn 

A practical problem still exists, the SPRING conditions allow for the collection of mail if the 
volume is about 27 €. Failure to achieve this volume may explain the longer delivery time in the 
early days of October, when the service was relatively unknown to the public. 

At least two more questions are worthy of consideration: 

First. are stamps necessary at all, if the mail is going overseas ? 
? NO - if servicing clients with a higher mail volume when the mail is picked up by RIDAS and 
paid later; 
? YES — in the case of the small client who places mail into the postbox. He has to show that he 
has paid in advance by using a stamp. 

Second, if RIDAS and OLYMP-POST are working under one roof (and are not so independent 
as portrayed) , can stamps of both enterprises be used at one cover ? 
Answer: YES. (see figure 10). 

This also dispels concerns about what to do with remaining OLYMP-POST 
stamps, if that mailing service is closed if Leipzig is not successful with its candidacy. 

This is the first time that a private mailing service is offering worldwide delivery from Germany. It 
is not an accident that Olympic collectors can connect thematic collecting and postal history in 
such a symbiotic way. 
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SOCIETY SOUVENIRS 

Postcard No. 1 1986 Much Wenlock n/a 
Cancel: The 100th Annual Olympian Games £1.50 

Cover No. 1 1986 Much Wenlock n/a 
Cancel: The 100th Annual Olympian Games £1.50 

Postcard No. 2 1908-1988: Dorando n/a 
Cancel: Spring Stampex £1.25 
Cancel: National Postal Museum Olympic Exhibition £1.25 

Postcard No.3 XCVII Session of IOC, Birmingham - mint £0.60 
Cancel: Birmingham Welcomes IOC £1.25 
Cancel: Opening of XCVII Session £1.25 
Slogan: Welcomes the 97th Session £1.25 

Postcard No. 4 Albertville - mint £0.60 
Postcard No. 5 IOC Centennial - mint £0.60 

Cancel: First Day of Issue (de Coubertin) (face) £1.50 
Cancel: 103rd  Session Paris (face) £1.50 
Cancel: 103rd Session (back) £1.50 
Cancel: Congres du Centenaire (face) £1.50 
Cancel: Prix Olympia (face) £1.50 
Cancel: AFCOS formation (face) £1.50 
Cancel: AFCOS formation (back) £1.50 
Cancel: Philatelic Exhibition (de Coubertin) (face) £1.50 
Cancel: Philatelic Exhibition (de Coubertin) (back) 	 
Cancel: 1994 Collectors Fair Lausanne (face)  
Cancel: 100th Olympic Games, Wembley 9.7.96 	 
Cancel: Olympic Games Centenary, Speedwell 

£1.50 
	 £1.50 

£1.50 
£1.50 

Cover No. 2 1994 World Collectors Fair (SOC sticker) £1.50 
Postcard No. 6 1948 Torch Relay - mint £0.60 
Postcard No. 7 Sydney 2000 - mint £0.60 

Cancel: Canberra 'Opening Ceremony' (face) £2.25 
Postcard No 8 Henley: Mint £0.60 

Henley Rowing cancel (English stamp) £2.00 
Henley Rowing cancel (rowing stamp) £2.50 

Torch Bearer }(Please state Volume & Issue Number) per issue 
Back issues 	 Airmail per issue 

£2.00 
£3.00 

Manchester's Olympic Bids Post Paid UK 	Book (56pp) 
Manchester's Olympic Bids Post Paid UK 	CD-ROM 

£4.00 
£3.00 

Henley Exhibition Programme £2.00 
Albertville Parts 1 & 2 - £4 UK, £5 (€ 8) Europe, £6 (US$10, AU$15) World 

Parts 3 & 4 - ditto 
Part 5 - £2.50 UK, £3 (€ 5) Europe, £3.25 (US$5, AU$9) World 

Barcelona Part 1 - £2.50 UK, £3 (€ 5) Europe, £3.25 (US$5, AU$9) World 

Exchange rates 2004: AU$1 = £0.40; US$1 = £0.58 €1 = £0.70 (approx) 
Postage (airmail): 1-5 cards: Europe: 60p or €0.90 World-wide: 90p, US$1.50, Aus$2.25 
6-10 cards: Europe: 90p or €1.40 World-wide: £1.40, US$2.20, Aus$3.50 
Book post paid Europe £5 or €7.50 World-wide: £6.50, US$10.50, Aus$17.00 
CD-ROM post paid Europe: £3.50 or €5.00 World-wide: £4.50, US$7, Aus$12 	
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✓ AUCTIONS 
✓ APPRAISAL SERVICE 

✓ WANT LIST SERVICE 

✓ ALWAYS BUYING, 

SELLING AND 

TRADING 

Torches, Winner's Medals, 
Participation Medals, 

Commemorative Medals, 
Badges, Pins, 

Bid Pins, Diplomas, Posters, 
Official Reports, Programs, 
Tickets, Books, Bid Books, 
Postcards, Souvenirs etc. 

We trowel worldwide for 
significant transactions. 
Confidentiality Assured 

34 Auctions since 1990 

FOR OUR NEXT 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 

& PRICES REALIZED 

SEND 

$15.00 (domestic) 

$20.00 (overseas) 

Next three catalogs are available 
for $30.00 (Domestic) 
and $40.00 (Overseas) 

OLYMPIC 
GAMES 

MEMORABILIA 

1896.2004 

Ingrid O'Neil 
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia 

P.O. Box 872048 
Vancouver WA 98687 USA 

Tel: 1360) 260-8284 
Fax: (360) 260-8370 

Email sports@ioneil.com 

Visit our website at www.ionell.corn 
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OLYMPIC COLLECTORS AUCTION 

Philatelic • Numismatic • Phonecards • Postcards • Posters • Pins • Badges 
Medals • Torches • Tickets • Programs • Official Reports • Bid Books 

By Olympic Collectors for Olympic Collectors 

Na commission charges for buyers • Low commission charges for vendors 

On the Internet at www.couberfin.com 


